
Software Technology Corp

Development and selling of software for or automation of trading processes.
It is not an investment company and doesn’t accept money in trust. 

All client funds are held exclusively in their brokerage and exchange accounts. 



Disclaimer: 
Trading in financial markets is a highly risky activity. 
Do not trade with leveraged or last money.

Why financial trading
 
Money is the best-selling product in the world. 
People always want to buy more money for less 
money. 

Trading in financial markets allows you to do 
tthis as quickly and profitably as possible.



Trading in financial markets is associated with 
a high psychological stress.

Automated trading is not subject to emotions 
and steadily follows a given strategy. 

82% of profitable transactions in the global 
financial markets are performed by robots.



EVA

Self-learning neural 
network EVA

EVA is a unique development 
of Nitrex Company. 

EVA analyzes the work of Trading Systems and 
after learning from the history of real trades, 
oopens and accompanies positions in the market 
as accurately as possible.

EVA reduces the risks and increases the 
profitability of Trading Systems.



TethMaker

— is an automated trading 
system for spot trading in 
the cryptocurrency market

NCR 30 

— is an algorithm 
for creating and 
auto-rebalancing a 
crypto portfolio

The validity period of the product is not limited. Free activation is available with GAS Fee of 50% of income and paid activation with GAS Fee up to 20%.
NCR30 - 20 USDT for rebalancing with free activation with a reduction to 5 USDT with paid activation.

NFX Ultra 
— is an automated
Trading System
for the Forex marke

Product line of the Company



NFX Ultra 
Trading System for the Forex market

The system is based on determining the phases of the 
market and the behavior of a major trading participant.

By analyzing patterns and signals, the Trading System 
automatically determines the market entry and position 
cclosing stage, fixing the maximum possible profit.

In the process of trading, the TS processes more than 
1,2 million signals, training the EVA neural network and 
with each new order creates an increasingly accurate 
model of the neural network behavior.



* the cost, when using a promotional code.
To get a promo code, contact the person
who recommended you the ntxpro.ai service.

NFX Ultra 

Cost: $ 225 / $ 157 *
Duration: 
GAS Fee: 20%
Trading style: intraday
Trading platform — Metatrader 4
CCurrency pair: EUR / USD
Minimum trade balance: $ 200
Strategy modes: Light, Medium, Turbo

Automatic installation on a virtual private 
server (VPS)

∞



NCR 30
Nitrex Crypto Rebalancer 
Cryptocurrency portfolio with automatic rebalancing.

The uniqueness of the algorithm in the analysis of 
the largest in terms of capitalization cryptocurrencies, 
and the formation of a portfolio of 30 cryptoassets, 
oon the exchange selected by the user, with automatic 
rebalancing. 

Analyzing volume indicators based on the moving 
average, the rate of capitalization growth and other 
criteria, according to mathematical formulas, NCR 30 
decides on the need for a possible change in 
the percentage distribution of the portfolio.



* the cost, when using a promotional code.
To get a promo code, contact the person
who recommended you the ntxpro.ai service.

NCR 30 

Cost: $ 225 / $ 157 *
Duration: 
Rebalancing: 5 UNT
Minimum trade balance: 300 USDT
Recommended trade balance: from 1000 USDT
CConnecting to a crypto exchange: API

Crypto assets are placed on a user-selected 
exchange. This is not trading in its classical 
sense, but the creation of a long-term portfolio 
of promising crypto-coins with auto-rebalancing.

∞



TethMaker

The TethMaker Cryptocurrency Trading System 
aims to multiply Tether USDT.

TethMaker trades on the spot market, where 
margin calls and stop-out liquidations are 
completely ruled out.

IIt does not fix unprofitable trades, but, 
according to money management, opens 
accompanying orders with a "floating" volume 
ratio, which are necessary to close all open 
positions with the maximum possible 
profit fixing.



TethMaker

 Cost: $ 225 / $ 157 *
 Duration: 
 GAS Fee: 20%
 Trading style: intraday
 Minimum Trade Balance: 355 USDT
  Connecting to a crypto exchange: API
 
The uniqueness of the algorithm, as well as of 
all NITREX products, is in conjunction with a 
self-learning neural network EVA, built on 
NeuroMem neural processors.

* the cost, when using a promotional code.
To get a promo code, contact the person
who recommended you the ntxpro.ai service.

∞



I III

IVII

Workers
 - Salary
 - Risk of dismissal
 - Lack of choice
 - Dependency
 - Age

System business
Better to have an income of 1% 
from the efforts of 100 people 
than income of 100% 
from just your own efforts.

Small business
Specialists
Income Time 

Risks

Investors
 - Financial markets
 - Business
 - The property

Income is based on assetsIncome is based on activity

Residual income 24/7
10% of people - 90% of money

Businessplan 40/40/40
90% of people - 10% of money

CASH FLOW QUADRANT



* Provided at least one active Trading System.

** The cost when using a promo code (30% discount).
To get a promo code, contact the person who recommended the ntxpro.ai service to you.

Cost: FREE
Product validity period: 
GAS Fee: 50%
Rebalancing: 20 USDT
Invite bonus (IB): 20% of PV
IB validity period:
11-tier affiliate program *

FREE
Cost: 225 $ / 157 $ **
Product validity period:
GAS Fee: 20%
Rebalancing: 5 USDT
Invite bonus (IB): 20% of PV
IB validity period:
EExtended partner program: 1 year
Rank bonus (RB): up to 51%
Matching bonus (MB): up to 5 lvl, up to 5%
Quarterly bonus (QB): from sq. Master

BOOSTER

Tariff plans

∞

∞

∞
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Invite Bonus (IB)
— bonus for personal recommendation of 
products, ntxpro.ai service.

20% of the PV * volume of the recommended 
tariff plan and GAS Fee. 

* Each payment of 1.57 USDT gives 1 PV 
iin turnover, for the calculation is rewarded.
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Invite Bonus + (IB +) 
— increased bonus for personal recommendation 
converting GFT into Invite Bonus up to 50% of PV 
volume.

It is activated additionally in the GFT section of your 
personal account.

TThe PV amount participating in IB +  is not factored 
into total commodity turnover of the extended 
partner program.

IB and IB+ bonuses are not mutually exclusive and 
are accrued simultaneously, herewith IB+ reduces 
the calculated PV for IB by 50%
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Rank Bonus (RB)
   
RB is incombustible and accumulates 
throughout the entire period of activity 
of the user's affiliate program for any 
turnover in PV that has passed in the 
uuser's client network.

The difference in the RB percentage 
is paid among members of the extended 
affiliate program from the bottom up.
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100
500
1 000
2 000
5 000
10 000
330 000
100 000
300 000
1 000 000
3 000 000
10 000 000
30 000 000
1100 000 000
300 000 000

≈ $20
≈ $50
≈ $100
≈ $200
≈ $500
≈ $1 000
≈ ≈ $3 000
≈ $10 000
≈ $30 000
≈ $100 000
≈ $300 000
≈ $1 000 000
≈ $3 000 000
≈ ≈ $10 000 000
≈ $30 000 000

20
23
26
29
32
35
338
40
42
44
46
48
49
550
51

Start
Assistent
Head Assistent
Manager
Head Manager
Supervisor
HHead Supervisor
Master
Head Master
Executive
Founder Executive
Consul
Founder Consul
AAmbasador
Founder Ambasador

Commodity 
turnover in PV

Qualification* Rank Bonus % Income

* The qualification is awarded on condition that the group turnover does not exceed 30% in the largest branch.
Quarterly bonus (QB) - Quarterly bonus for qualifications held for three months quarter. In the accrual of QB, 
take participation of qualifications from Master and higher.



5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

 * Condiciones de apertura de Matching Bonus: 
2 registros en la primera línea de BOOSTER con el Sistema Comercial activado abren Matching Bonus en la 1 profundidad por 1%; 
5 registros en la primera línea de BOOSTER con el Sistema Comercial activado abren Matching Bonus en 3 profundidades por 3%; 
10 registros en la primera línea de BOOSTER con el Sistema Comercial activado abren Matching Bonus en 5 profundidades por 5%

Matching Bonus (MB)*
— income from the income of the participants of the affiliate program is up 
to 5% up to 5th depth. It is сalculated from the sum of Invite and Rank bonuses.

Example 1. 
There are 20 partners in your network in 5 levels with an income of 
$ 500 / month. Your Matching bonus will be $ 500 * 5% * 20 = $ 500 per 
mmonth.

Example 2. 
There are 100 partners in your network in 5 levels with an income of 
$ 1,000 / month. Your Matching bonus will be $ 1,000 * 5% * 100 = $ 5,000 
per month.

Example 3. 
There are 1,000 partners in your network in 5 levels with an income of 
$ $ 1,000 / month. Your Matching bonus will be $ 1,000 * 5% * 1,000 = $ 50,000 
per month. 

You



Company's mission
   
Formation of a community of people united by 
common goals, which develops harmoniously in 
key aspects:

Mindfulness

Health

Relationship

Self-realization

Recognition

Trips

FFinance



 TAKE ACTION!

“You can't go back in time and change your start, 
but you can start now and change your finish. “

                                    
                                      Roy Jones

  


